Introduction. Following the lead given by Galois theory it appears natural to term extensions G and H of the group N equivalent extensions, if there exists an isomorphism of G upon H which leaves invariant every element in N. But if G is an extension of N f and if S is some group, then it will, in general, be impossible to assert the equivalence of the extensions G and G ®S of N in spite of the fact that these two extensions of N do not differ in any interesting feature. Thus one may feel that the concept of equivalence provides too narrow a principle of classification of extensions. With this in mind we say that the extension type of the extension G of N is contained in the extension type of the extension H of N, if there exists a homomorphism of G into H which leaves invariant every element in N and which maps normal subgroups of G upon normal subgroups of H; and we say that the extensions G and H of N belong to the same extension type if the type of G is contained in the type of H and the type of H is contained in the type of G. In this way we obtain a partially ordered set of extension types of N ( §3).
the operators in M are left-multipliers so that the effect of applying m in M on g in G is indicated by mg. Addition and multiplication meet the customary requirements. We note that no composition of the elements in M is defined.
Terms like Af-subgroup and ikf-endomorphism and so on are used in the customary way. In particular we note that we have m(grj) = (mg)rj = mgrj for m in M, g in G and rj an M-endomorphism. The kernel of rj will be denoted by K(rj) and the join of the ascending chain of kernels K^1) is the radical R(rj). Kernel and radical are M-admissible normal subgroups of G.
An ikf-admissible subgroup C of G is called a complement of the endomorphism rj of G, if C= Crj and if every coset of G modulo R(rj) contains one and only one element in C. Then rj induces essentially the same automorphism in G/R(rj) and in the complement C. If it so happens that rj possesses one and only one complement, then we designate the uniquely determined complement of rj by C(rj).
We shall be interested in finding complements that are normal subgroups too, since then the group G is represented as the direct sum R(BC of the radical and complement of rj. That this is by no means a rare occurrence may be seen from the following criterion.
If the M-endomorphism TJ of G possesses one and only one complement C(rj)i and if rj commutes with every inner automorphism of G, then C(rj) is a normal subgroup of G.
PROOF. If g is an element in G, then -g+R(rj)+g = R(r]), since R(rj) is a normal subgroup of G. Hence every coset of G modulo R(rj) contains one and only one element in -g+C(rj)+g. But rj commutes with inner automorphisms. Hence [-g + C(v) + g]v = -g + C(vh + g = -g + C(v) + g. Thus -g+C(r) )+g is a complement of rj. But rj possesses only one complement. Hence C(rj) = -g+C(rj) +g. This proves the normality of coo.
In our applications in §3 we shall not be able to make use of this criterion, since then we shall not be assured of the hypothesis that t\ commutes with the inner automorphisms, as the endomorphisms considered there are products of homomorphisms. Thus we turn now to the derivation of another type of criterion which assures at the same time the existence of a complement.
A subgroup S of G is (M, rj)-admissible, if MS^S and Srj^S. The subgroups Li form an ascending Loewy chain for 77, if At present it does not matter whether such a chain terminates after a finite number of steps or not. Since equality of successive terms is permitted, we may always assume these chains to be formally infinite.
is an (ikf, rç)-subgroup which is normal in G and K(rj)r\J^J, either (a) K(rj)r\J= J so that rj maps every element of / into zero or (b) K(rj)r\J = 0 so that rj induces an isomorphism of / onto Jrj. A particular type of lf-endomorphism will be of importance in our considerations. We shall say that the ikf-endomorphism 77 is a normality preserving M-endomorphism of G if rj maps normal ikf-subgroups of G upon normal M-subgroups of G. LEMMA 
Hence AT= [iV r nC (7 7 )]e [iVni?^)]. Assume that C' is a normal complement of G. Then C' = C } C\C{y\), since CT\R(r)) = 0; but this implies that C'^C(y)), which shows that C' = C(r}). Thus C(?7) is the unique normal complement of rj.
If the ikf-endomorphism rj of the group G possesses a complement, The criterion for splitting given in Theorem 1 assures splitting of normal subgroups only so that this result cannot be used ; and we can prove only the uniqueness of normal complements. REMARK 1. Elsewhere (Baer [2, p. 515] ) one may find an example of an endomorphism of an abelian operator group which does not split in spite of the fact that this group is the (co + l)th term of its ascending Loewy chain. Thus our hypothesis on the length of the Loewy chain cannot be weakened in general.
We offer one application of the preceding results. If G is an Mgroup, then we define inductively the normal ikf-subgroups Li(G) of G by the rules:
It is easily seen that the Li(G) form a well defined ascending chain of characteristic and normal Af-subgroups of G and that every normality preserving M-endomorphism of G maps every Li into itself. REMARK 2. It is not difficult to verify that Theorem C of Baer [2] , if applied only on operator groups whose admissible subgroups are normal, will be a special case of Theorem 2. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that the M-endomorphism rj of the M-group G is almost periodic on the normal M-subgroup N of G. Then C is a complement of rj if, and only if, NSC and C/N is a complement of the endomorphism induced by rj in G/N.
PROOF. Assume first that C is a complement of rj. If x is an element in N, then there exists one and only one element c in C such that x^c modulo R(rj). Consequently there exists a positive integer i such that xrj i = crj i . Since x is in N, there exists a positive integer n such that x = xrj n . Hence x = xrj ni = C7] in belongs to C, since C admits 77. Thus we have shown that NSC.
From N^C we infer by Dedekind's law that
Cn[N + R(v)] = N+ [Cn R(rj)] = N,
since the complement C meets R(rj) in 0. It follows now from Lemma 1 that 0 is the cross cut of C/N and the radical of the endomorphism which rj induces in G/N.
From C+N+R(rj) = C+R(T])=G
we infer that G/N is the sum of C/N and of the radical of the endomorphism induced in G/N by 77 ; and now it is easily verified that C/N is a complement of the endomorphism induced by rj in G/N.
Assume now conversely that NSC and that C/N is a complement of the endomorphism which is induced by rj in G/N. Since complement and radical have only 0 in common, it follows from Lemma 1 that
by Dedekind's law. Hence Cr^R(rj) SN and it follows from Lemma 1 that c r\ R(ij) ~cr\ RM r\ N = o.
Since the sum of radical and complement is the full group, it follows from Lemma 1 that
since NSC. Thus we have shown that every coset of G modulo R(rj) contains one and only one element in C. Since the endomorphism induces an automorphism in the complement, it follows that Crj + N «* C.
Thus there exist to every element x in C elements y and z in C and N respectively such that x = yrj-\-z. Since z is in N, there exists a positive integer n such that z~zrj n . Since N admits rj, and since z is in N, zrj n~l belongs to Ntoo. Since N^C, this implies that y+zrj n~'1~c is an element in C. Hence
belongs to Crj. Thus we have shown that
and this completes the proof of the fact that C is a complement. For a convenient enunciation of the next proposition we say that an endomorphism is normally splitting if one of its complements is a normal subgroup; and that the endomorphism is uniquely splitting if it possesses one and only one complement. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that the M-endomorphism rj of the M-group G is almost periodic on the normal M-subgroup N of G. Then (a) rj is a normally splitting endomorphism of G if, and only if, rj induces a normally splitting endomorphism in G/N. (b) rj is a uniquely splitting endomorphism of G if, and only if, rj induces a uniquely splitting endomorphism in G/N. (c) rj is a uniformly splitting endomorphism of G if, and only if, rj induces a uniformly splitting endomorphism in G/N.
The statements (a) and (b) are immediate consequences of Proposition 1, and a proof of (c) may be constructed without too much difficulty by using Proposition 1 and Baer [2, Corollary to Theorem A, p. 512] . We note that this theorem constitutes a generalization of Baer [2, Theorem B] .
3. The partially ordered set of extension types. It will be convenient to express the fact that N is a normal and M-admissible subgroup of the ikf-group G by saying: the M-group G is an extension of the M-group N. This makes it possible to begin with some Af-group N and to consider all the extensions of N. For comparison of extensions we need the following concept. DEFINITION 1. The ikf-homomorphism 77 of the extension G of N into the extension H of N is a normality preserving iV-ikf-homomorphism, if (a) x = xrj for every x in N; and (b) rj maps normal ikf-subgroups of G upon normal Af-subgroups of H.
Using this concept we are able to construct the partially ordered set of extension types of the Af-group N. If the M-groups G and H are extensions of the ikf-group N, and if there exists a normality preserving iV-ikf-homomorphism of G into H, then we say that the extension type of the extension G of N is less than or equal to the extension type of the extension Hoi N; in symbols: (N<G) S (N<H).
It is clear that (N<A)^(N<B)
and (
N<B)£(N<C) imply (N<A)S{N<C).

If we supplement this definition by the further definition: (N<G) = (N<H) if, and only if, (N<G)S(N<H) and (N<H)^(N<G)
then we see easily that the extension types of N form a partially ordered set. (See Baer [3] for a discussion of these concepts in a concrete situation.)
In order to be able to apply the results of the preceding sections to the problem of characterizing the extension types we are going to restrict our attention to those extensions which meet the following requirement:
(
S) Every normality preserving N-M-endomorphism of the extension G of the M-group N is a normally splitting endomorphism (possesses a complement which is a normal subgroup).
REMARK 1. It is an immediate consequence of §2, Proposition 2 that the extension G of the Af-group N meets requirement (S), if (S') every normality preserving M-endomorphism of G/N is a normally splitting endomorphism of G/N.
We note furthermore that, as a consequence of §1, Theorem 2, Condition (S') will be satisfied whenever G/N meets the following requirement:
S") Every element in G/N belongs to at least one Li(G/N); and every Li+i(G/N)/Li(G/N) is the sum of a finite number of minimal normal M-subgroups of [G/N]/Li(G/N).
Consequently the subsequent results will be applicable whenever we restrict our attention to extensions by groups G/N meeting requirement (S").
THEOREM 1. Suppose that G and H are extensions of the M-group N and that Condition (S) is satisfied by the extension G of N. Then (N<G) -(N<H) if, and only if, there exist direct decompositions of the M-groups G and H:
(D) G = G 0 G"
and H = H' ® H" such that NSG' and there exists an M-isomorphism of G' upon H' which leaves invariant every element in N.
REMARK 2. The existence of an Af-isomorphism of G' upon H' which leaves invariant every element in N implies that NSH' and that, in the usual terminology borrowed from Galois theory, G' and H' are equivalent extensions of the M-group N.
PROOF. If there exist decompositions (D) which meet our requirements, then we denote by y the normality preserving iV-Af-endomorphism of G which leaves invariant every element in G' and which maps G" upon 0; and we denote by p an Af-isomorphism of G' upon H' which leaves invariant every element in N. Then yp is a normality preserving N-Af-homomorphism of G into H so that ( ', h" in C and R(af3) respectively such that h/3 = h'+h". Since a/3 induces an automorphism in C, we have C=Ca/3. Hence there exists an element c in C such that W = ca/3. Then ( -ca+&)/3 = h," is an element in R(aj3) ; and this implies clearly that -ca+h belongs to i?(/3a). Since ca belongs to Ca = D, it follows that h belongs to D+R(l3a). Hence we have shown that H -D+R ((3a) . Combining the results of this paragraph we obtain:
(10 ya induces an automorphism in E'. It is clear that E'ySE" and E"a^E'.
Hence we have
or E' = £"<*;
and E" = E'y is shown likewise. Now one deduces readily from (1') and (1") that (2) y induces an ikT-isomorphism of E' upon E" and a induces an M-isomorphism of E" upon E' \ and both these isomorphisms leave invariant every element in N.
The statement (a) is contained in (2). Next we prove
If x belongs to E'C^J", then XY = 0. But y induces, by (2) , an Misomorphism in E'. Hence x = 0. Thus we have shown that
If x is an element in E', then x -xy+xb. But xd belongs to /"; and so xy is in E' ®J". Hence it follows from (2) that
Hence G = E"@J"^E'@J" or G = E'®J", and the other equation (3) is shown likewise.
From ( The statement (c) is a fairly obvious consequence of (a) and (b), and (d) is just a restatement of (3) . REMARK 4. To insure the existence of direct decompositions of G, as considered in Theorem 2, one may make for instance either of the following hypotheses:
(A) Every ascending chain of direct summands of G terminates after a finite number of steps; or (D) every descending chain of direct summands of G which all contain N terminates after a finite number of steps.
REMARK 5. Combining Theorems 1 and 2 one sees that the extension type of an extension G of N is essentially characterized by the "essential component" E of G which is a minimal extension of N, provided this extension meets suitable requirements, like (S) and (A) on (D). The "inessential component" J is uniquely determined too (up to central isomorphisms) and is needed to characterize the equivalence class of G within its extension type.
Appendix: Q-groups. Groups which are not isomorphic to proper quotient groups have been termed elsewhere Q-groups (Baer [l] ). It is an important problem to decide whether all finitely generated groups are Q-groups. This problem is as yet unsolved. An example purporting to be a counter-example contains a fairly obvious mistake (Baer [l, p. 273, line 12] ). Thus the following criterion appears to be interesting.
THEOREM. If Gis a finitely generated M-group, and if every normality preserving M-endomorphism of G splits G, then G is a Q-group.
PROOF. If N is a normal Jkf-subgroup of G such that G and G/N are M-isomorphic, then there exists an Af-endomorphism t\ such that N is the kernel of rj and such that G = Grj. It is clear that t\ maps normal ikf-subgroups of G upon normal ilf-subgroups of G, since every subset of G is the image under rj of some subset of G. Thus r\ is a normality preserving M-endomorphism of G; and we infer from our hypothesis the existence of a complement C of rj.
Since G is finitely generated, there exists a finite number of elements gi, • • • , g n which generate the Af-group G. Since every coset of G/R(T]) contains one and only one element in the complement C, there exist uniquely determined elements c» in C such that gi ^Ci modulo R(rj). Thus every gi -Ci belongs to R(rj). Hence G is a Ç-group, as we claimed. It follows furthermore that rj is an automorphism of G; and thus one deduces readily from the preceding arguments the validity of the following proposition.
COROLLARY. The M-endomorphism rj of the finitely generated Mgroup G is an automorphism if, and only if, G = Grj and rj splits G.
REMARK. An attempt to combine the preceding theorem with §1, Theorem 2 leads to trivial results, since finitely generated Af-groups G, satisfying the conditions (a) and (b) of §1, Theorem 2, satisfy the
